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Large Language Model Products
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PaLM

ChatGPT
GPT-4

LLaMA



• Translate 

• Summarize

• Proof-read and correct

• Explain words

• Create article/email 

• Make restaurant suggestions 

• Chat with users

• Do Math Calculations

• Answer questions on many 
subjects

• Suggest names

• Write code
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LLM can 
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create a viral tweet about my upcoming talk at Carnegie Mellon 
University (CMU, in Pittsburgh) with the title ”Watermark for 
Large Language Models". Topics include watermark, detecting AI 
generated text, protecting copyright of models. Make it funny 
and witty.

🎙 Hey yinzers at @CarnegieMellon! 🖐 Get ready to turn "yinzpiration" 
into action with my talk on "Empowering Responsible Use of Large 
Language Models"! 🤖💡
We're gonna tackle AI like it's the Steelers vs. the Ravens 🏈, with tricks 
like watermarking (no, not on Primanti's sandwiches 🥪), AI text 
detective skills sharper than a Pittsburgh pierogi 🕵, and copyright 
protection tighter than your grandma's knitting stitches! 🧶💼
Don't be a jagoff - join me in Pittsburgh for a talk that's more fun than a 
Kennywood coaster 🎢 and juicier than a Primanti's sandwich! 🤣 
#CMUTalk #LanguageModelLingo #AIinSteelCity 🤖📚🌆
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Language Models: The Power of Predicting 
Next Token

Santa Barbara has very nice ____
beach
weather
snow 

bridge
corn

Pittsburgh is a city of ____

0.5
0.4
0.01 

0.6
0.02 

𝑃(𝑥!"#|𝑥#..!)

Language Model:  P x#..% = ∏&'#
% P(x&"#|x#..&)

Predict using Neural Nets



• Pre-training on very large raw data (300B tokens) + small 
human feedback

• Instruction following – easy to use through natural 
instruction

• In-context learning – Generalize well to versatile tasks, by 
showing a few examples at use time.

Why is ChatGPT changing AI landscape
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NEW YORK, June 22 (Reuters) - A U.S. judge on Thursday 
imposed sancEons on two New York lawyers who submiJed 
a legal brief that included six ficEEous case citaEons 
generated by an arEficial intelligence chatbot, ChatGPT.



Challenge to Detect Fake Image
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Easy to Misuse ChatGPT
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An enEre class at Texas A&M University–Commerce was accused 
of plagiarism and had their diplomas temporarily denied aUer a 
professor incorrectly used ChatGPT to test whether the students 
used AI to generate their final assignments, according to Rolling 
Stone.

https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/texas-am-chatgpt-ai-professor-flunks-students-false-claims-1234736601/
https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/texas-am-chatgpt-ai-professor-flunks-students-false-claims-1234736601/


LLM may leak personal information from 
training data!
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• Individual name 
• Email address
• Phone number
• Fax number
• Physical address

Carlini et al. Extrac.ng Training Data from Large Language Models. USENIX Security 2021.
Nasr et al. Scalable Extrac.on of Training Data from (Produc.on) Language Models. 2023.



Distillation-Resistant Watermarking for LLMs
• Protecting LLM APIs via Invisible Watermarking 
• Detect stolen models against model extraction attack

Outline

Joint work with Xuandong Zhao, Kexun Zhang, Zihao Su, Saastha Vasan, Ilya Grishchenko, Christopher Kruegel, Giovanni Vigna, Yu-Xiang Wang

Detecting AI-Generated Text
• Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text

Can Watermarks be Removed in GenAI?
• Invisible Image Watermarks Are Provably Removable Using Generative AI
• Editing and Paraphrasing Attack for LLM Generation
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Hard to Distinguish between Human and AI-
generated Text

Human ?

Machine ?

“Starry nights in Pittsburgh”
Once upon a time in the charming 
town of squirrel hill, Pittsburgh, there 
lived two individuals whose paths 
were destined to cross in a tale of 
romance and adventure. Meet Alex 
and Harper, two young artists with 
contrasting styles but hearts that beat 
as one.



Image Watermark
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Watermark by Hidden Head Word
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Pennsylvania's gem, a city so grand, 
In steel and in spirit, it stands. 
Three rivers converge, a majestic sight, 
Through centuries, it shines so bright. 
Steel bridges span, connections are made, 
Bridging the past and the future's crusade. 
Unity and pride, in this place they adore, 
Rising above, Pittsburgh, forevermore. 
Gateway to dreams, where opportunities soar, 
Home to the hearts that will always implore.

What is the secret message?

PiJsburgh



• Cropping 

• Shuffling: Move thing around

• Edits / improving
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But text watermark is vulnerable to edits!



• Least Significant Bit (Wolfgang & Delp, 1996), spatial domain (Ghazanfari et al., 

2011), frequency domain (Holub & Fridrich, 2012; Pevny et al. , 2010)

• DL-based approaches: SteganoGAN (Zhang et al., 2019a), Self-
Supervised Learning (Fernandez et al., 2021)
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Invisible Image Watermarking

Example from Deng et al (2010) “Local histogram based geometric invariant image watermarking” IEEE Signal Processing
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Emergence of watermarking in AI industry



Are invisible watermarks good enough?
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Detected

Add

Watermark

No
watermark

A"acker removes
the watermark

Watermark Detector

Original Image Watermarked Image A5acked Image

UndetectedBlack box



NO!

• Regeneration attacks for image watermark removal
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Are invisible watermarks good enough?

-

Original Watermarked

2

≤ ΔInvisible watermark

Invisible Image Watermarks Are Provably Removable Using Generative AI. Zhao et al 2023. 



Regeneration Attack with a Diffusion Model
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Adding NoiseEmbedding

We stopped after 𝝈-noise added -> Noisy Embedding

Encoder

𝐸 Noise

𝑍!𝑍"

Decoder

𝐷

Watermarked Image

A"acked Image

Genera;ng samples by

Denoising

Invisible Image Watermarks Are Provably Removable Using Generative AI. Zhao et al 2023. 



Can you tell the difference?
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Original Image Watermarked ImageAttacked Image

(b) (c)(a)



We prove that any invisible watermark can be removed
by “regeneration attack” by a diffusion model!
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4. Theoretical Analysis

We show in this section that the broad family of re-
generation attacks as defined in Equation 2 enjoy provable
guarantees on their ability to remove invisible watermarks
while retaining the high quality of the original image.

4.1. Certified Watermark Removal

How do we quantify the ability of an attack algorithm
to remove watermarks? We argue that if after the attack,
no algorithm is able to distinguish whether the result is
coming from a watermarked image or the corresponding
original image without the watermark, then we consider the
watermark certifiably removed. More formally:

Definition 4.1 (f -Certified-Watermark-Free). We say that a
watermark removal attack is f -Certified-Watermark-Free (or
f -CWF) against a watermark scheme for a non-increasing
function f : [0, 1] ! [0, 1], if for any detection algorithm
Detect : X ⇥ aux ! {0, 1}, the Type II error (false negative
rate) ✏2 of Detect obeys that ✏2 � f(✏1) for all Type I error
0  ✏1  1.

Let us also define a parameter to quantify the effect of
the embedding function �.

Definition 4.2 (Local Watermark-Specific Lipschitz property).
We say that an embedding function � : X ! Rd satisfies
Lx,w-Local Watermark-Specific Lipschitz property if for a
watermark scheme w that generates xw with x,

k�(xw)� �(x)k  Lx,wkxw � xk.

The parameter Lx,w measures how much the embedding
compresses the watermark added on a particular clean image
x. If � is identity, then Lx,w ⌘ 1. If � is a projection matrix
to a linear subspace then 0  Lx,w  1 depending on the
magnitude of the component of xw � x in this subspace.
For a neural image embedding �, the exact value of Lx,w

is unknown but given each xw and x it can be computed
efficiently.

Theorem 4.3. For a �-invisible watermarking scheme
with respect to `2-distance. Assume the embedding function
� of the diffusion model is Lx,w-Locally Lipschitz. The
randomized algorithm A(�(·) + N (0,�2Id)) produces a
reconstructed image x̂ which satisfies f -CWF with

f(✏1) = �

✓
��1(1� ✏1)�

Lx,w�

�

◆
,

where � is the Cumulative Density Function function of the
standard normal distribution.

Figure 4 illustrates what the tradeoff function looks
like. The result says that after the regeneration attack, it
is impossible for any detection algorithm to correctly detect
the watermark with high confidence. In addition, it shows
that such detection is as hard as telling the origin of a single
sample Y from either of the two Gaussian distributions
N (0, 1) and N (L2

x,w�
2/�2, 1).

Figure 4: Theoretical and empirical trade-off functions of
watermark detectors after our attack. Trade-off functions
indicate how much less Type II error (false negative rate)
the detector gets in return by having more Type I error (false
positive rate). Theoretically, after the attack, no detection
algorithm can fall in the Impossibility Region and have both
Type I error and Type II error at a low level. Empirically,
the watermark detector performs even worse than the theory,
indicating the success of our attack and the validity of the
theoretical bound. The noise level � is set to 1.16�.

The proof, deferred to the end of the paper, leverages an
interesting connection to a modern treatment of differential
privacy [48] known as the Gaussian differential privacy [49].
The work of [49] itself is a refinement and generalization
of the pioneering work of [50] and [51] which established a
tradeoff-function view.

Let us instantiate the algorithm with a latent diffusion
model by choosing � =

p
(1� ↵(t⇤))/↵(t⇤) (see Algorithm

1) and discuss the parameter choices.
Remark 4.4 (Two trivial cases). Observe that when ↵(t⇤) = 0,
the result of the reconstruction does not depend on the input
xw, thus there is no information about the watermark in x̂(0),
i.e., the trade-off function is f(✏1) = 1 � ✏2 — perfectly
watermark-free, however, the information about x (through
xw) is also lost. When ↵(t⇤) = 1, the attack trivially returns
x̂(0) = xw, which does not change the performance of the
original watermark detection algorithm at all (and it could
be perfect, i.e., ✏1 = ✏2 = 0).

Remark 4.5 (Choice of t⇤). In practice, the best choice t⇤

is in between the two trivial cases, i.e., one should choose
it such that Lx,w�

p
↵(t⇤)/(1� ↵(t⇤)) is a small constant.

The smaller the constant, the more thoroughly the watermark
is removed. The larger the constant, the higher the fidelity
of the regenerated image w.r.t. xw (thus x0 too).
Remark 4.6 (VAE). Strictly speaking, Theorem 4.3 does
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-

Original Watermarked

2

≤ Δ

then



Distillation-Resistant Watermarking for LLMs
• Protecting LLM APIs via Invisible Watermarking 
• Detect stolen models against model extraction attack

Outline

Joint work with Xuandong Zhao, Yu-Xiang Wang, Prabhanjan Ananth

Detecting AI-Generated Text
• Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text

Can Watermarks be Removed in GenAI?
• Invisible Image Watermarks Are Provably Removable Using Generative AI
• Editing and Paraphrasing Attack for LLM Generation



GPT detectors are far from satisfactory… and
they can wrongly detect human written essays.

38Liang et al. 2023: h5ps://arxiv.org/abs/2304.02819

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.02819


Watermarking Digital Text

39

• Plant subtle but distinctive patterns 
deliberately within the content to enable 
downstream detection

• Determining whether the text is coming 
from a specific language model

PROVE vs. PREDICT

Watermarking AI Classifier



• Quality of generated text

• Detection guarantees
o Type I error: “No false positives” => won’t catch human written 

text
o Type II error: “No false negatives” => won’t miss LLM text

• Security property (or robustness)
oMust be robust to all kinds of evasion attacks

40

What are needed for a good watermark for
LLM generated text?



P(next word 𝑦" | Prompt 𝑥, previous words 𝑦#:"%#)
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Revisit the Language Model

“Santa Barbara has nice ___”
weather

.

.

.

The universe of words is called a vocabulary 𝑽

beach

eyes

shoes

2.24

1.73

1.01

-1.98

Logits

0.414

0.329

0.249

0.006

Probability
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Unigram-Watermark

“Santa Barbara has nice ___”
weather

.

.

.

beach

eyes

shoes

2.24

1.73

1.01

-1.98

Logits

0.131

0.581

0.249

0.006

Probability

Increase the probability of green tokens slightly.
Decrease the probability of red tokens slightly.

Green List
Santa
beach

eye
...

Red List
Barbara
weather

shoes
...Random split

+2.0

+2.0

Delta

X. Zhao, P. Ananth, Lei Li, YX Wang. Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text, 2023.



Input: Suspect text 𝒚 = 𝑦#, … , 𝑦&

1.Compute the 𝑧-score:
𝑧 = ( 𝑦 ' − 𝛾𝑛)/ 𝑛𝛾(1 − 𝛾)

2.If 𝑧 > 𝜏	 then
 Return “y is watermarked”
Else
 Return “no evidence”

44

Unigram-Watermark: Detecting Watermark in Text

X. Zhao, P. Ananth, Lei Li, YX Wang. Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text, 2023.

Num of Green tokens



Unigram-Watermark for LLM
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Prompt: Can I succeed after many failures?
A: Of course it is, and that is how we improve. Saying "I can\'t do that" is 
never a good thing. Sometimes we think we\'ve tried all we can and that 
"isn\'t enough". That is the time when we ask for help. The root of all evils is 
to be a secret. Honesty and self-criticism is necessary for improvement. 
The measure of intelligence is the ability to change. [continues…]

LLaMA-13B, unwatermarked
# green tokens ≈ # red tokens

Prompt: Can I succeed after many failures?
A: When most people are confronted with failure, they cannot imagine such 
a thing happening. When one faces business reverses and bankruptcy, it 
seems impossible. When we are rejected it looks as if we are going to be 
rejected forever. However, it does not need to be this way. The human 
spirit simply will not give up. [continues…]

LLaMA-13B, watermarked
# green tokens >> # red tokens



• Quality guarantees
oWatermarked LLM and Original LLM are indistinguishable.

• Detection guarantees
o Type I error à 0 exponentially as n gets larger.
o Type II error à 0 exponentially as n gets larger (under natural

technical conditions)

• Provably Robust to Edits --- Twice as robust as a notable
baseline (Kirchenbauer et al. 2023)

46

Our watermark comes with mathematical
guarantees

X. Zhao, P. Ananth, Lei Li, YX Wang. Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text, 2023.



Human evaluation of the text quality
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• LLaMA-7B model with 𝛿 = 2.0, 𝛾 = 0.5

oWatermarked text mean: 3.660

oUnwatermarked text mean: 3.655



Unigram-Watermark is Robust to Edits!
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Theorem: Adversary take watermarked output 𝒚,  
Adversary edits to get to a new text 𝒖. If Edit Distance 
𝐸𝐷 𝑦, 𝑢 ≤ 𝜂, then

Adversary can have any side informaIon, can even know the Green List.

The adversary needs to make enough edits to evade detection.



The 𝑧-score of watermarked and unwatermarked sequences are
well-separated in practice!
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Remark 1: “Natural” and diverse text
(high-entropy condition)

53



• Increase probability of Green List tokens may lead to decrease of
# of Green List tokens!

54

Remark 2: Homophily condition for Token 
Category Prob.



• Very similar to ours but Green-
list depends on the prefix.

• Ours is provably 2x as robust 
to edits.

58

Kirchenbauer et al. 2023 [KGW+23] 

Outstanding Paper Award
ICML 2023



Robustness against editing attack

60X. Zhao, P. Ananth, Lei Li, YX Wang. Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text, 2023.



Unigram-Watermark does not false-detect human-written 
text

61X. Zhao, P. Ananth, Lei Li, YX Wang. Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text, 2023.



Unigram-Watermark: Takeaways
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QualityAccurate Robust

Adversary can even 
know Green List!

Provably Robust to 
Edits: Twice as 

robust as notable 
baseline. (Kirchenbauer et 

al. 2023)

Watermarked LLM
and Original LLM are

indistinguishable.

As 𝑛 gets larger

False Positive Rate
False Negative Rate

Exponentially 
decrease to 0

X. Zhao, P. Ananth, Lei Li, YX Wang. Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text, ICLR 2024



Distillation-Resistant Watermarking for LLMs
• Protecting LLM APIs via Invisible Watermarking 
• Detect stolen models against model extraction attack

Outline

Joint work with Xuandong Zhao, Yu-Xiang Wang

Detecting AI-Generated Text
• Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text

Can Watermarks be Removed in GenAI?
• Invisible Image Watermarks Are Provably Removable Using Generative AI
• Editing and Paraphrasing Attack for LLM Generation



Model Extraction Attack
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• High-quality results
• Recognize model copies

• Clone the functionality
• Evade detection



Protect against Model Extraction Attack
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• High-quality results
• Recognize model copies

• Clone the funcLonality
• Evade detecLon
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Watermarking the Victim Models

Victim Model API

Watermark

Victim Model 

Key

Original output of the
“positive” class (P=0.9)

E.g. Watermarked output of
the “positive” class (P=0.85)

Victim Model 

+

Santa Barbara has nice weather.

hashing

Xuandong Zhao, Lei Li, Yuxiang Wang. Distillation-Resistant Watermarking for Model Protection. EMNLP-finding 2022.

hashing



Step 0:
Random split

Hash func;on

Vocabulary
Santa

Barbara
has
nice

weather
beach
eyes

Group G1
Santa

weather
eyes

Group G2
Barbara

has
beach

weather
beach
snow
eyes

Orig. prob. 𝑃

Step 1:
Compute LM prob.

“Santa Barbara has nice ___”

Design a hash func;on 𝑔(⋅) that 
uniformly maps each token to 
[0, 1]

Step 2:
Using the hashed values, compute a 
secret sinusoidal watermark signal for 
each token.

Step 3: Apply watermark by modifying 
token probabili;es.

for each token in G1 for each token in G2

New G1 prob.
Original G1 prob. Step 4:

Generate with
new prob.



Watermarking Detection
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Probing 
Dataset

The suspect model extracted 
the vic3m model!

Suspect Model Key

Query

Lomb-Scargle periodogram method (Scargle, 1982)

Xuandong Zhao, Lei Li, Yuxiang Wang. Distillation-Resistant Watermarking for Model Protection. EMNLP-finding 2022.
Xuandong Zhao, Yuxiang Wang, Lei Li. Protecting Language Generation Models via Invisible Watermarking. ICML 2023.



80Xuandong Zhao, Yuxiang Wang, Lei Li. Protecting Language Generation Models via Invisible Watermarking. ICML 2023.

The peak in signal 
correctly identifies 
“copied” model 

No peak in signal. 
Not “copied”



GINSEW detects better with same quality of 
generation

81Xuandong Zhao, Yuxiang Wang, Lei Li. ProtecMng Language GeneraMon Models via Invisible Watermarking. ICML 2023.



DRW and GINSEW - Takeaways
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Xuandong Zhao, Lei Li, Yuxiang Wang. Distillation-Resistant Watermarking for Model Protection. EMNLP-finding 2022.
Xuandong Zhao, Yuxiang Wang, Lei Li. Protecting Language Generation Models via Invisible Watermarking. ICML 2023.

Flexibility

Soft-label and hard-label output.

Effectiveness

Training Independence

Directly on the trained models 
and the final output.

Scalability

Perfect model extraction and 
detection accuracy with negligible 

side effect.

Provide different Watermarks for 
different end-users and verify them.



• Scott Aaronson 2022: Watermark scheme base on
“Gumbel Softmax Rule”.

• Christ, Gunn, Zamir 2023: Watermarked output that‘s 
cryptographically indistinguishable from normal LLM output.

• Kuditipudi et al. 2023: Watermarking using "one-time pad" 
rather than pseudorandom function.
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Other Watermark Methods



• GenAI / Large Language Models are powerful

• But how to ensure responsible use?
o Authenticity
o IP/Copyright
o Privacy
o Secure Generation
oUnlearning the unwanted data
o etc.

84

Final Thoughts



• Further reduce quality drop in watermarked models/text

• What about low-entropy text (e.g. code generation)

• Other stronger adversarial attacks
oWhat if adversarial knows Green/Red list
oGPTWatermark is easier to identify grouping (limitation)
oMixed fine-tuning after distillation for model extraction

85

Remaining Challenges and Future 
Directions

Exciting new directions! 
A lot to be done in Security, Safety & Privacy for GenAI.



Distillation-Resistant Watermarking for Model Protection in NLP
Protecting Language Generation Models via Invisible Watermarking

Thanks!

Provably Confidential Language Modelling
NAACL 2022

Provable Robust Watermarking for AI-Generated Text

Invisible Image Watermarks Are Provably Removable Using Generative AI


